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The life and times ofThe life and times of
institutional racisminstitutional racism
JENNY BOURNE
When, in February 1999, Sir William Macpherson reported on his
inquiry into the death of Stephen Lawrence,1 the most important
®nding by far was the widespread incidence of institutional racism.
`Institutional racism played a part in the ¯awed investigation by the
police', said Macpherson. And institutional racism was likely to be
found in every organisation. `It is incumbent on every institution to
examine their policies and the outcomes of their policies and practices
to guard against disadvantaging any section of our communities . . .
There must be an unequivocal acceptance of institutional racism and
its nature before it can be addressed.' 2

The initial impact of the Macpherson report on the nation was
electric. A government inquiry into a social issue might make headlines
in a liberal broadsheet or two. But this report made banner headlines
across the political spectrum: `Watershed for a fairer Britain' (Evening
Standard), `An historic race relations revolution' (Daily Mail ), `Dossier
of shame that will change the face of Britain's race relations' (Daily
Mirror), `Racists won't win' (Sun), `Never ever again' (Express), `Find-
ings should open all our eyes' (Daily Telegraph), `Damning verdict on
Met' (Yorkshire Post).
Jenny Bourne is a member of the Campaign Against Racism and Fascism and works at the
Institute of Race Relations. She has carried out research into various aspects of institu-
tional racism and written on race relations theory.
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The ®nding of institutional racism in London's Metropolitan police
force was particularly telling. For hours, Sir Paul Condon, Metro-
politan Commissioner, had stood before the public inquiry in October
1998 being grilled on the issue.3 Despite prompting from the panel and
the goading of the partisan public gallery, Sir Paul obstinately refused
to accept that his force was institutionally racist. For that, he (quite
erroneously) maintained, would be to suggest that all his of®cers were
racists, which was a nonsense.

The history of race theorising in Britain

The `®nding' of institutional racism from a government-appointed
judicial inquiry was, as this Institute and other groups have pointed
out, a watershed in British race relations. Since the early 1950s, when
academics ®rst began to address the `colour problem', the issue had
been variously theorised away in terms of psychological misunder-
standing or culture clash.4

At ®rst, racism was interpreted as xenophobia, a natural fear of
strangers ± with New Commonwealth immigrants representing the
archetypal strangers, by virtue of their skin colour.5 Give it a little
time, the thinking went, and all would be well. Familiarity would
breed content. But it did not. By the mid-1960s, by which time Britain
had experienced its ®rst `race riots' (1958) and the exploitation of
racism as an electoral vote-getter ± locally in places like Southall
(west London) and nationally in Smethwick (West Midlands) ± race
theories became more sophisticated. And theorising left the con®nes
of university anthropology departments and became tied up with
government policies of `integration'.

Integration, however, tended to be looked at in assimilationist terms
till, in 1966, the Labour home secretary Roy Jenkins de®ned it as `equal
opportunity accompanied by cultural diversity in an atmosphere of
mutual tolerance'. The achievement of equal opportunity, however,
was not really on any agenda. The 1965 and 1968 Race Relations
Acts outlawed discrimination in a limited number of areas such as
employment, housing, and the provision of goods and services, but
relied more on conciliation than prosecution. The thrust of policy ±
and policy now pushed research ± was on reducing prejudice within
the `host community' and promoting multiculturalism for the immi-
grants. The dominant discourse suggested that the problems the new
immigrants faced were cultural ones and that they should be allowed
their cultural `space'. To minimise social friction, however, whites
needed to keep their personal prejudice ± their racialism ± in check.

But it was not the only discourse. From within the burgeoning black
community, in¯uenced by US Black Power politics and anti-colonial
struggles as well as the lived experience in the UK, came another
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discourse which did not envisage the problem as one of culture or of
whites not being nice to their immigrant neighbours.6 The concerns
that preoccupied black people centred around a racist police force
(Nigger Hunting in England by Jo Hunte was published in 1965), a dis-
criminatory educational system (Bernard Coard'sHow the West Indian
Child is Made Educationally Subnormal by the British School System
appeared in 1971), a biased criminal justice system (the 1971 Mangrove
trial7 exploded the myth of colour-blind justice) and immigration laws
which not only divided families, but ®xed in statute black people's
second-class status.

The clash of the two discourses came to a head in the battle between
the management and staff of the Institute of Race Relations (IRR),
straddling as it did the con¯icting claims of objective, unbiased research
on the one hand and policy-oriented research on the other. The IRR's
council of management, composed largely of businessmen and govern-
ment apparatchiks, contended that race relations was still a matter of
interpersonal relations, except that the government now needed a
little guidance about how to manage the immigrants who were increas-
ingly becoming a `social problem'. The IRR's grassroots membership
and staff, however, had come to realise that the problem of race rela-
tions was not a matter of individual attitudes but the workings of a
system which created and perpetuated racial injustice within its institu-
tions. The struggle lasted three years (1969±72), at the end of which the
staff and members of the IRR had prevailed over the management
which resigned en bloc (and the funds left with them).8 But in the pro-
cess the Institute underwent a revolutionary transformation, shifting
the focus of race research from black people to white institutions,
from the done-to to the do-er, from the victim to the perpetrator.

Articulating institutional racism

Not surprisingly, the articulation of this shift was ®rst made by A. Siva-
nandan, who was at the centre of that struggle. In his classic essay,
`Race, class and the state', he argued that institutional racism was
the problem of our time. Analysing the importance of the immigration
acts from 1962±71, he showed how they `took discrimination out of the
market place and gave it the sanction of the state. They made racism
respectable and clinical by institutionalising it. But in so doing they
also increased the social and political consequences of racism.'9

Institutionalised racism, then, for Sivanandan, described the racism
which inhered in the apparatuses of the state and the structures of
society. It was ®rst set into the laws of the land but, from there,
became woven into the judiciary and the executive. Institution-
alised racism described a systemic racism. Prejudice and `laissez-faire
discrimination' ± the issues which had till then preoccupied the `race
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industrialists' ± were not for him the major starting point, but the
racism of the state. For it was state racism which provided the context
for racist policing, for discriminatory practices in employment and
education, for media calumny and the creation of popular racism
which, in turn, reinforced prejudiced attitudes.

It was a view which made sense of the world for grassroots cam-
paigners and the black political parties that had sprung up, in the
face of racism, to meet community needs. It held no sway with govern-
ment, though. The furthest that the authorities would go between the
1960s and mid-1970s was to multiculturalism ± a liberal cure-all
which offended no one. But they failed to see that multiculturalism
was not speaking to the new `race problem': the disaffected youth
who had been born and bred and/or educated in Britain, whose culture
was both black and British and who refused to be treated as second
class.

The early 1970s saw a series of street skirmishes between African-
Caribbean youth and the police; from the mid-1970s, Britain saw simi-
lar resistances from Asian youth.10 Uneasily, the government woke to
the fact and, in a White Paper which heralded a new Race Relations
Act in 1976, articulated its sudden realisation. `The character of the
coloured population resident in this country has changed dramatically
over the decade', it stated. `Ten years ago, less than a quarter of the
coloured population had been born here . . . the time is not far off
when the majority of the coloured population will be British born.'
The issue, of course, was not about where people were born but
about their expectations of equality.11

The 1976 Act outlawed indirect discrimination (i.e., the discrimina-
tion that could occur without its authors having a racial intention or
motive) in employment, education, provision of goods, facilities or
services and housing ± those areas that the previous Act had covered;
it moved away from conciliation to enforcement; and it changed the
amorphous duty of `promoting harmonious community relations'
into a duty `to promote equality of opportunity as well as good race
relations'.

But the Act could not head off black discontent. By 1981, the ®rst
full-blown inner-city youth riot had taken place in Brixton and, terri-
®ed of more con¯agrations along US lines, the (Tory) government
appointed a judicial inquiry under Lord Scarman to investigate its
causes.

The Scarman whitewash

Lord Scarman's report12 was critical ± both for the way it set back
the analysis of racism and for the conditions it created for a very
dubious set of anti-racist programmes in the decade-and-a-half to
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come. Scarman denied the existence of institutionalised racism in the
police force speci®cally and in society in general. `The direction and
policies of the Metropolitan Police are not racist', he maintained,
though `racial prejudice does manifest itself occasionally in the
behaviour of a few of®cers on the streets.' But then he muted even
this criticism by explaining that such behaviour generally obtained
when `an of®cer was young, inexperienced and frightened'. Despite
all the evidence placed before him from black community groups
about their experiences of policing, Scarman returned of®cial thinking
to the `one rotten apple' orthodoxy ± in the process taking a side-swipe
at West Indian street culture with its tendency to rumour-monger.
Most signi®cant, however, was his categorical conclusion on insti-
tutional racism. ` ``Institutional racism'' does not exist in Britain: but
racial disadvantage and its nasty associate racial discrimination are
yet to be eliminated.' He had little time for discrimination and the
1976 Act; his emphasis was on racial disadvantage.

It was the 1975 White Paper that ®rst introduced the concept of
racial disadvantage. The expectation that `dif®culties experienced' by
the ®rst generation of immigrants `would diminish or disappear' had
not been met. Evidence suggested that because of poor `job oppor-
tunities, educational facilities, housing and environmental factors',
the next generation `will grow up less well-equipped to deal with the
dif®culties facing them',13 and so be disadvantaged.

But it never said who or what was to blame for this situation and
how it should be redressed. In the event, racial disadvantage came to
connote some sort of handicap, related to one's race and/or culture,
that could be assuaged with handouts ± that is `positive action' to
meet `the special problems and needs of ethnic minorities'.14 Which,
as Sivanandan said in a television interview, was tantamount to `break-
ing my legs and giving me crutches. The point is not to break my legs
in the ®rst place.' In fact, the whole concept of racial disadvantage
(on which a Home Affairs Committee had met and reported in 1981)
was a sociological fudge, `steering its way gingerly between the Scylla
of institutional racism and the Charybdis of inherent inferiority'.15

Scarman's other main contention was that `If we succeed in eliminating
racial prejudice it will not be dif®cult to achieve good policing'.16

And on the basis of that advice, the police, local authorities, the
voluntary sector and uncle Tom Cobley and all threw themselves
valiantly into racism awareness training (RAT).17 These classes, based
on pseudo-therapeutic techniques, played on white guilt and even
introduced quasi-genetic reasoning to explain racism. `You are racist
because you are white', was the basic message. The best you could
hope to become after a RAT course was `an anti-racist racist'.

The particularities of disadvantage now shifted the focus from
cultural pluralism to ethnic need and reduced multiculturalism to
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ethnicism. Funds were made available through local authorities to sup-
port different ethnic and religious groups in their need to strengthen
feelings of identity and so get over the disadvantage that Scarman
had highlighted. And as different communities vied for handouts and
leg-ups, the ethnics were set at each other's throats. The black political
unity, which had hitherto held together the immigrants from the
Caribbean and the Indian subcontinent and propelled the struggles
against state racism over three decades, now began to break down.
The anti-racist struggle moved from the streets to the town halls
where it became detached from the larger struggle for social justice
and, under the heavy hand of management, froze into a series of tech-
niques to achieve `equal opportunity'.

On the philosophical level, Scarman had effectively reduced (objec-
tive) institutional racism to (individual) black perception, on the one
hand, and personal (white) prejudice, on the other, and so shifted the
object of anti-racist struggle from the state to the individual, from
changing society to changing people, from improving the lot of
whole black communities, mired in poverty and racism, to improving
the lot of black individuals. Which, in turn, helped to create a diverse
ethnic middle class of race managers in the media and race units, in
advisory posts and consultation committees, in steering groups and
think-tanks. With them came a new de®nition of racism as `prejudice
plus power'. But because racism had been reduced to personal racism,
power was now reduced to personal power ± the power that individuals
wielded by virtue of their of®cial positions. The aim, therefore, was to
increase the number of blacks in such positions of `power', to substitute
black bureaucrats for white and, on the basis of some sort of head-
count, seek to achieve equal opportunity.

Changing the colour of the incumbent, however, does not neces-
sarily change the colour of policy. Having more black faces in the
police force does not by itself get rid of the structure and culture and
operational racism within the force. And without such change, an
increased black presence would serve only to window-dress existing
policies and practices. Merely to increase the numbers of black
people without attempting to change the system is to debase equal
opportunity to equal opportunism.

Macpherson as benchmark

Imagine, then, what a triumph Macpherson appeared to be. He had,
with his concept of institutional racism, broken with cultural explana-
tions and remedies, broken with individualised de®nitions and ethnic
identity and thrown the spotlight on the workings of institutions
instead. He had listened earnestly and conscientiously to the evidence
put before him by individuals, families and community organisations,
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and had responded accordingly. And for one miraculous moment it
looked as though the black voice had been heard in the land. `We
told Macpherson and Macpherson told the world', rejoiced one com-
munity worker.

Macpherson was unequivocal in his ®nding of institutional racism in
the police force and other institutions. He made seventy tangible
recommendations for tackling police racism, investigating and prose-
cuting racial incidents, liaising with victims' families and educating
young people out of racism.

The response to Macpherson cannot be overestimated. Whereas the
Scarman report spoke mainly to areas of government concerned about
maintaining law and order and protecting property, the Macpherson
report went much further. The gathering of evidence at the public
inquiry had put the case on every paper's front page for days. The
Lawrence case (unlike the `riots' of 1981) brought home to those who
had not known it before the extent of racist violence in Britain, the
way miscarriages of justice could take place and the incompetence
and racism of the police force. The Scarman report had been about
managing `them', the problem. Macpherson's report said `we are the
problem', and that shamed the nation.

The effect of the Macpherson report has been far reaching. It has led
to new ethnic recruitment and retention policies in the police force and
the institution of equality performance targets. It has created a new
de®nition of a racial incident which changes the way that the police
are obliged to investigate racial violence.18 And it ushered in an amend-
ment to the Race Relations Act which, for the ®rst time, brought, not
only the police but all public bodies under the full force of the law and
bound them to actively promote racial equality.19

Because of the Macpherson report's conceptualisation of institu-
tional racism and its suggestion that all organisations should examine
the racism within their own institutions, it has become a kind of bench-
mark of race relations in Britain. A multitude of bodies, from national
ones like the NHS to small voluntary groups, have held conferences to
discuss the post-Macpherson agenda, instituted internal reviews and
carried out audits of institutional racism. Never in British race relations
history has there been so much interest in exposing and combating
racism.

But what exactly is under scrutiny and how has it worked out in
practice?

Institutional racism ± theory and practice

The evidence that has been emerging in the two-and-a-half years since
Macpherson reported shows that the promise the report appeared to
hold out is not being met. In different ways in different sectors of
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society, the concept of institutional racism is being diluted and the
practical ways of tackling it are being undermined.

(i) The government: facing both ways
The government, for example, ®rst welcomed the Macpherson report.
The home secretary, Jack Straw, told parliament that it `challenges
us all, not just the police service' and expressed his determination `to
tackle discrimination wherever it is found' ± for the report, `places a
responsibility on each of us. We must', he said, `make racial equality
a reality.' An action plan for implementing the recommendations was
set up and two progress reports have now been published. In these
self-congratulatory documents, Straw itemises achievements such as
the new Race Relations Amendment Bill, the new de®nition of a
racial incident, a guide on combating hate crime, the framework for
the new police complaints commission. `70% of the recommendations
have now been implemented', he boasted earlier this year, `and work is
well in hand to deliver the remainder.'20

The irony is that while the government is apparently tackling racism
with one hand, it is introducing new forms of institutional racism with
the other, and both hands belong to the home secretary.

In the criminal justice system, for instance, the home secretary
decided to try to suspend the right of defendants in certain cases ±
covering minor thefts, handling, assault and criminal damage ± to
opt for trial by jury. They would automatically appear before magis-
trates. The reasoning was that this would save court time and, there-
fore, money. The government has refused to accept that because
black people are grossly over-represented in stops on the street and
in charging (by the police), they will, under the new system, lose not
only the safeguard (of intervention) provided by the Crown Prosecu-
tion Service, but also that afforded by a jury. Magistrates consistently
accept police versions of events, which is why black people consistently
opt for trial by jury. The legislation is racist because it will affect black
people's access to justice. No, says the government, this has nothing to
do with racism, only with ef®ciency. (See Lee Bridges in this issue.) The
government also brought in one of the most discriminatory pieces of
legislation in the shape of the Immigration and Asylum Act (1999),
which created for asylum seekers an apartheid system in which they
are dispersed into government-speci®ed accommodation and con-
demned to eke out their lives on measly vouchers in place of welfare
bene®ts. Dispersal, inevitably, has marginalised asylum seekers;
vouchers have stigmatised them. But once again the government goes
into denial: all this has nothing to do with racism and everything to
do with deterring economic migrants from travelling to Britain!
(See Liz Fekete in this issue.)

And in the political arena, in the run-up to the general election, the
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government and Labour MPs showed themselves to be unwilling to
combat the playing of the race card, entering into a Dutch auction
with the Conservatives as to who could cut down most forcibly on
the number of asylum seekers. Ignoring all the evidence, even that pro-
vided by police chiefs to the effect that such unprincipled pronounce-
ments were fuelling popular racism and increasing attacks on
newcomers and settled black people alike, the home secretary adhered
to the view that the debate on asylum had nothing to do with race.
Similarly, the government claims that its new Terrorism Act and
Order proscribing particular refugee groups (see Gareth Peirce in this
issue), which deprives them of their fundamental civil rights, is not dis-
criminatory but necessary for state security. And Jack Straw justi®ed
the right of the immigration service to discriminate against speci®c
ethnic groups, such as Somalis, Tamils, Kurds and Afghans, on the
grounds that individuals from these groups were the most likely to
evade immigration controls. But surely that only proved that it was
people from such groups who were most in need of asylum and pre-
vented by current immigration and asylum law from getting it? So the
answer is to discriminate against them further?

If the government's failure stems from the fact that its legislation on
race, criminal justice and asylum is made piecemeal and ad hoc, with-
out any consideration for the impact that discriminatory legislation per
se has on black and refugee communities alike, other key institutions
have failed, simply because they have not moved beyond a very primi-
tive form of anti-racist gesture politics. For example, in the wake of the
Macpherson report, the Lord Chancellor's department prepared a spe-
cial handbook of terms and acceptable language for judges to use.21

The intention, it said, was to prevent them from making racial gaffes
and offending people in the court room. The emptiness of this initiative
was brought home in 2001 when two senior judges, in separate cases
involving minority ethnic people who had been seriously wounded in
attacks by whites, refused ± despite a series of recommendations by
Macpherson on how such cases should be prosecuted ± to have the
racial dimension discussed in court at all or accounted for in
sentencing.22

(ii) Local authorities and voluntary bodies: formulaic anti-racism
Other institutions (be they public bodies, local authorities or voluntary
sector groups), though genuinely attempting to respond to Mac-
pherson's call, have failed because they have resorted to employing
anti-racist formulae with which they are already familiar.23 Instead
of regarding the challenge of institutional racism as one which requires
a fundamental rethinking of how racism came to be embedded in their
organisations, they have, at best, reduced the concept to mean indirect
or unintentional discrimination. And since such discrimination reveals
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itself in certain established areas, such as whom these organisations
serve and whom they recruit, they have resorted to a set of tried and
tested yardsticks and a set of established stock remedies such as
ethnic monitoring and ethnic placements. There has also been a
tendency on their part to import wholesale Macpherson's recommen-
dations (directed mainly at the police) into their own organisations,
without considering how apt they were to them.

Off-the-peg solutions of one kind or another are what everyone
seems to be after. A trawl of documents, reviews and reports on the
`post-Macpherson agenda' is a disappointing experience. For all
these amount to is an intention to implement, twenty-®ve years late,
the 1976 Race Relations Act's commitment to equal opportunity.
Except that, now, such policies are being slightly extended and/or
embellished. And they are being advocated for organisations not in
the management-speak that followed the Scarman era, but in the lan-
guage of today's market economy ± as part of the `best value process',
`enhancing quality performance', or `adding value'.24 In the process,
the organic relationship between tackling racism and promoting
social justice has been lost to view and anti-racism itself has become
institutionalised.

Racial awareness training, which had been discredited because of the
way it played on white guilt and failed to redress structured racial injus-
tice, is now, under cover of Macpherson's recommendation for police
training in `race awareness and cultural diversity', being resuscitated
and enlarged as `developing staff competencies'. This time round, it
is proposed that all staff members, including senior management, are
`developed'.

Ethnic monitoring which had been used as the universal broom to
sweep out racism, with token representation to give the ®nal polish,
is now re®ned. Ethnic targets are to be set not just for selection and
recruitment of staff, but to include `career progression' and `retention
of staff '. And to ensure a full diversity of users and the appropriateness
of service delivery, take-up is to be measured more scienti®cally by ®rst
base-lining potential users.

Organisations are not examining their own speci®city. Nowhere is it
asked how racism has become sclerosed over a long period of time, in
different ways in different institutions in terms of the speci®c policies,
practices and procedures of a speci®c institution and its speci®c func-
tion in society. So that even when an organisation does light upon an
area which it is crucial to tackle, it falls down in the execution. For
example, some groups rightly see in the concept of institutional
racism a need to change the whole culture of their organisation. But
they then locate the problem in `institutional procedures' `implemented
by a non-diverse set of individuals'.25 The answer? To employ more
`minority ethnic people' in positions where they will be `able to in¯u-
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ence the way policies and procedures are made'. This commitment to
training black and minority ethnic people into becoming management,
trustee and directorship material runs through many of the post-
Macpherson action plans. There is nothing wrong with this, as part of
an overall strategy. But because it remains the central strategy, we are
back to the racism � prejudice � power formula.

Some of the blame for this confusion between structural and
personal racism has to be laid at Macpherson's door because his de®ni-
tion of institutional racism, in attempting to be exhaustive, ends up by
being ambiguous: misleading his friends and giving hostages to his
enemies.

For the purposes of our Inquiry the concept of institutional racism
we apply consists of: The collective failure of an organisation to pro-
vide an appropriate and professional service to people because of
their colour, culture or ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in
processes, attitudes and behaviour which amount to discrimination
through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist
stereotyping which disadvantage minority ethnic people.

While he correctly identi®es an organisation's collective failure ± i.e., its
aggregate failure, its failure as a whole ± as the crux of the problem, he
fails to locate such failure in the structure, workings and culture of an
organisation, which includes not only processes, behaviour, policies,
practices and procedures, but also the organic relationship between
them and the dynamics that that throws up. Instead, he attributes
this collective failure, in part, to people's attitudes and behaviour.
And, by going on to use words like `unwitting prejudice' and `thought-
lessness', he further compounds the confusion between personal and
institutional racism.

Despite the ambiguities in his de®nition, however, Macpherson
made it quite clear in his recommendations to the government regard-
ing the police force that it was (racist) outcome rather than (racial)
motivation that was central to his thesis. That is why he recommended
that the `full force' of the 1976 Race Relations Act should be brought to
bear on the police force ± by full force he meant the special provisions
referring to indirect as well as direct discrimination. (Indirect discri-
mination had been introduced in 1976 to cover discrimination which
occurs `irrespective of motive'.)26 Hitherto, all government bodies had
been exempted from the provisions of the Race Relations Act.

(iii) The Right: malice aforethought
But this crucial aspect of the Macpherson report has been wilfully
and deliberately overlooked by the Right, and his `confusion worse
confounded'. Already, the so-called New Right which emerged in
the Thatcher era had rubbished, ®rst, multiculturalism (as cultural
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relativism) and then any form of anti-racism (as perverse social
engineering).27 And it had been on its Political Correctness jag for a
few years when it seized on the Macpherson report. As the impact of
the notion of institutional racism took hold, columnists on the Right
began their attacks in those sections of the press which had tradition-
ally derided anti-racism as unBritish and extremist.28 Upon which,
the philosophical sniffer-dogs of the think-tanks closed in on their
new prey. The Institute for the Study of Civil Society ± a successor to
the Thatcherite Institute of Economic Affairs ± produced two collec-
tions attacking institutional racism. In the ®rst, Institutional Racism
and the Police: fact or ®ction, the concept of `unwitting racism' was
ridiculed as being `unprovable', and, according to Robert Skidelsky,
as having nothing to do with `truth' and `everything to do with
politics'.29 In fact, the Lawrences, says David Green, were exploited
and Macpherson himself was misled by groups interested in establish-
ing black people as victims of a racist white society. Which, continues
Green, is manifest nonsense, for wasn't it a white couple who went to
Stephen's help as he lay dying?30 The second publication,RacistMurder
and Pressure Group Politics, alleges that because the inquiry could ®nd
neither overt nor covert racism in the police force it `moved the goal-
posts' to construct `unwitting racism'. Whole sections of the book are
devoted to `exposing' anti-racism as thought-policing and the inquiry
itself as akin to the Stalinist show-trials of the 1930s.31

Racism for the Right is always bogus unless it luridly presents itself
in the form of a Nazi thug, in full regalia, dripping hate and yelling
death threats ± unless, that is, they are confronted with the spectre of
their own logic by those even further to the Right. To accuse anything
or anyone else of racism is not merely perverse but unjust. Sunday
Times columnist Melanie Phillips, an erstwhile liberal, epitomises this
position. After campaigning openly through her columns against
anti-racist policies in education as political correctness, she turned
her attention to exonerating the police as soon as Macpherson had
reported. Like the Met Commissioner before her, she asserted that to
accept institutional racism was to accept that everybody in that institu-
tion was racist. Macpherson's de®nition, she went on with her custom-
ary casuistry, was something which `mysteriously ¯oats about in
structures, not persons, you can be racist without knowing it. Thus
what isn't there is really there.'32

The point, however, is that prejudice is not synonymous with racism,
an attitude is not an act; that it is the (objective) effect of an action, not
its (subjective) intent, that constitutes the problem; that sensitive
policing does not militate against equality of treatment, but enhances
its possibility; and that Macpherson's ®nding of institutional racism
was based not just on the conduct of of®cers in one case, but on a
whole body of black people's experience over ®fty years.
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The Right's attacks on Macpherson's de®nition of institutional
racism might have just petered out, had they not found fertile ground
within the disgruntled ranks of the police. A section of senior of®cers
had always been furious about his `®nding' and humiliated that apolo-
gies had been made to the Lawrence family. Now these of®cers claimed
that the problem in the force was not racism but the fear of being
accused of it. And the Institute of Civil Society declared that the
police had become so fearful of being called racists that they failed to
police black areas effectively. Macpherson's accusation of institutional
racism had made the police soft on crime.

The myth passed into common currency through the mainstream
right-wing press. It was soon taken up by William Hague, the Tory
leader, who claimed that `the way in which the Macpherson report
has been used to brand every of®cer and every branch of the force as
racist has contributed directly to a collapse of police morale and
recruitment, and has led to a crisis on our streets'.33 The police were
so afraid of using their random stop and search powers that crime
was going up in black areas. Hague even attributed the death of a
young Nigerian boy in a street stabbing to Macpherson-induced
political correctness getting in the way of law enforcement.34 And all
this because, according to Hague's shadow foreign secretary, Francis
Maude, Macpherson was `going too far' in charging the Metropolitan
police with institutional racism.35

Macpherson: pros and cons

But all that Macpherson was trying to say ± if one looks at his report
with a mind unclouded by ideological sophistry or political gain ± is
that if you work in an organisation whose structures, cultures and pro-
cedures are racist, it is inevitable that individuals who work there
should be contaminated by such racism. The converse, though, is not
necessarily true: individuals who are prejudiced cannot, merely by
virtue of their attitude, contaminate the organisation ± unless they
are allowed to act out their prejudice in discriminatory ways.

In other words, prejudice by itself is of no great concern. It is the
acting out of that (individual) prejudice that makes for (social)
discrimination. And when such discrimination becomes ingrained in
the institutions of society, it becomes institutional racism.

What Macpherson did miss out on, however, is the symbiosis
between institutional racism and state racism. (In fact, he overlooks
state racism altogether.) For, in the ®nal analysis, it is the state ± the
legislature, the executive, the judiciary ± through its immigration and
asylum laws, its administration of public services (such as the police,
the prisons, immigration) and its courts and Crown Prosecution
Service ± that sets the tone and tenor of race relations in society. It
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cannot be seen, therefore, to be outlawing institutional racism in public
bodies, while at the same time sneaking it in through the back door
with racist immigration and asylum laws, its caveats re freedom of
information,36 restrictions on jury trials, proscription of speci®c
refugee organisations in legislation against terrorism ± all of which
affect black people and refugees in particular.

Hence the ®ght against institutional racism is part of the larger ®ght
against state racism ± against asylum laws, against deportations,
against stop and search, against deaths in custody, against school
exclusions, against miscarriages of justice. You cannot combat popular
racism without combating the state racism which gives popular racism
its ®llip.

State racism contaminates civil society.37
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